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— Mark Twain

I don't like to commit myself  about heaven and 
hell – you see, I have friends in both places.
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introduction

i

While working on this book, two lines from one of  Lucas 
Stensland's poems stuck in my mind: " . . . not everything/must 
be a poem."   What this fragment doesn't say,  I believe,  but im-
plies, is more important.  Although poetry has many subjects, I 
feel there are still a lot of  worthy ideas and areas left undisturbed 
beneath many stones.   Why?  One guess is that in order to search 
for these truths, we must get our hands or our souls dirty, lifting 
these stones and finding what is underneath.     Few poets are 
willing to do that kind of  work.  Having dirt beneath your nails 
takes courage and a certain self-acceptance,   no matter what 
others may think.  But perhaps, more profoundly,  there is an 
understanding that the truth is neither dirty nor clean, but just is.

The three poets chosen for this anthology  — Michael Ketchek,  
Bob Lucky, and Lucas Stensland — write without pretension.  
They expose themselves in their work, and because of  this, they 
create an obstacle-free communication line between the poet and 
reader.  Poetry isn't always pretty.  It has many sides. Through 
these three poets exploring what's beneath all the rocks, we, the 
readers, are invited to put down our own poetic pretensions and 
laugh a little, but most of  all, lift some stones ourselves.  

      Stanford M. Forrester
     Windsor, Connecticut
     30 March 2011
     





1

Michael Ketchek

Anne Frank's diary
would you hide an Arab
in your attic?



2

when Jimi played
The Star-Spangled Banner I knew
it's my country too



3

us Americans
looking at cherry blossoms
thinking about pie

Thanksgiving dinner
this year
I'm the oldest



4

sixty-four colors
she crayons the house,
the dog, the sky, red

rocking the baby
at 3 AM trying to feel
the joy of  fatherhood



5

shopping list
diapers, maxipads, beer
something for everyone



6

Bukowski is dead
he always suspected
he would be

my easy heart
two drinks
and it's love



7

an athlete taking steroids
a poet smoking pot
is that cheating too?



8

rust poking through
the flower decal
VW bus

getting older
it kind of  irks me
stainless steel never rusts



9

snake bite kit
my favorite thing
I've never used



10

the world going to hell
I sign a twenty-dollar check
to save some redwoods



11

I forget which country
but on the news again
children starving



12

last bottle of  beer
rolled all the way to the back
of  the refrigerator



13

a thousand years ago
T’ao Ch’ien drinking wine, writing poems
just like today





15

Bob Lucky

a note to myself  when I was not myself



16

a barge
hauling coal upstream
the moon in its wake



17

between mist and rain
a language I can't read
on a red banner

rocking train
an old man cradles
a dented thermos



18

Forbidden City
"Do Not Enter" signs
at every turn



19

typhoon
parking my car near the tree
already blown down



20

morning haze
cannabis incense
50% off

narrow lane 
a monk clings to
a bouncing rickshaw



21

daybreak
a rotten persimmon
stuck to the dish

summer night
a smoker's cough and the clack
of  mahjong tiles



22

chilly morning
the blind erhu player
warms up



23

an old argument . . .
scraping the burned rice
out of  the pot



24

muggy afternoon
the torn edges
of  my paper fan



25

dusty sunset —
kids in the deep end
play Marco Polo

roundabout —
I get off
where I got on



26

sumo highlights
changing a diaper
in the tv's glare

Japanese toilet . . .
just when I've mastered
the iPod



27

bed time the only spark between the blanket and me



28

lawyer's office one crooked diploma

lotus blossom
in my mind
so much mud



29

spring dawn —
the beggar dumps a spider
from her cup





31

Lucas  Stensland

setting up
this carnival —
clowns out of  uniform



32

a picture taken
by my ex-wife
dating site



33

chairs stacked
on chairs
autumn patio

a woman at the bar
resents her child
all the promises I broke



34

strip club parking lot
puddles not reflecting
the true me

the scent of
somebody's wife
a changing wind



35

free peanuts —
not why
I came here tonight



36

reading Bukowski
my veggie burger
arrives too soon

watching me pee
on the neighbor's fence —
the neighbor's dog



37

wondering if
Norman Mailer
would have liked me
all this 
Ikea furniture



38

everything
that was promised
empty apartment

fast    becoming    some things you're not



39

everything forgiven
for a moment
first snowfall



40

what to do
with certain
information
Gene Hackman
drives a Dodge



41

making change
transgender
cashier

camouflage
in the schoolyard
army recruiters



42

buying tokens
for my date's son 
no eye contact

approaching storm
we walk her
estranged husband's dog



43

she offers to pay
half  the check . . .
I'm not ready for love



44

checking the mailbox
on Columbus Day
misguided voyage



45

too tired
for poetry
something something breeze





notes on the poets

Michael Ketchek, born in Detroit, Michigan in 1954, has lived 
in Rochester, New York since 1955, except for several years in 
Cape Girardeau, Missouri and Portland, Maine.  He lives with his 
wife Penelope, and 18-year-old son, Alex. He is an avid baseball 
fan and enjoys hiking, dark beer, and listening to live music. He 
has been working as a daycare teacher for thirty years. Ketchek's 
work has been widely published over several decades in  journals  
and anthologies in Australia, the United States, and England. 
His latest and seventh book is entitled over our heads published by 
Swamp Press.

Bob Lucky was born in Green Bay, Wisconsin, where his mother 
was a singer with Cousin Fuzzy and the Milkmaids and his father 
was doing a one-year stint as a Green Bay Packer. He holds degrees 
from Dartmouth College and the University of  Washington and is 
currently working on his MFA through the University of  Texas at 
El Paso. Earlier in his life, he wrote a lot about food and culture, 
as the editor of  The Asian Foodbookery. Lately, he has focused on 
short form poetry.  His work has appeared in various journals and 
anthologies. He currently teaches at the International Community 
School of  Addis Ababa in Ethiopia.

Lucas Stensland can frequently be found drinking 
too much coffee, scribbling in his pocket notebook, lis-
tening to old blues (& Dylan) records, and eating raw  



cashews and pickles. Since writing the novel Name Your Poison in 2003, 
Lucas has switched his focus to shorter affairs. His work has  
appeared in various publications, including bottle rockets: 
a collection of  short  verse, Frogpond, Haibun Today, The Heron’s Nest,  Mainichi 
Daily News (Japan), Mayfly, Modern Haiku, Notes from the Gean, Presence 
Haiku Journal (England), Ribbons, and Simply Haiku. Born in St. 
Cloud, Minnesota, he spent a decade fumbling around San  
Francisco, Los Angeles, and New York City before winding up in 
Minneapolis, where he lives with his cat, Townes Van Zandt.
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